Repulsion effect on superinfecting virions by infected cells.
In this paper, the repulsion effect of superinfecting virion by infected cells is studied by a reaction diffusion equation model for virus infection dynamics. In this model, the diffusion of virus depends not only on its concentration gradient but also on the concentration of infected cells. The basic reproduction number, linear stability of steady states, spreading speed and existence of traveling wave solutions for the model are discussed. It is shown that viruses spread more rapidly with the repulsion effect of infected cells on superinfecting virions, than with random diffusion only. For our model, the spreading speed of free virus is not consistent with the minimal traveling wave speed. With our general model, numerical computations of the spreading speed show that the repulsion of superinfecting virion promotes the spread of virus, which confirms, not only qualitatively but also quantitatively, the experimental result of Doceul et al. (Science 327:873-876, 2010).